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about the project

i came to a.pass with a research upon dramaturgical practice with a focus on the initial phase of a 
creative process, namely the phase where things are not yet shaped, the phase of nothing.

Having in mind the dialogical relationship in which most dramaturgical practices take place, the first 
scores i developed were about dialogue and conversation. gradually, the scores and methodologies 
developed borrowed the form of a somatic lesson.

in my work i bring together text and experiential anatomy, shaping an expanded dramaturgical 
practice that can vary in form and content depending on the given context. the aim is to facilitate the 
appearance of embodied aesthetic experience by addressing the inner sense.

the practice manifests in installations, scores and somatic lessons. also, it functions as a critical 
commentary on authorship and the seductive power of language, mainly in relation to the use of 
instructions.

“I want something I don’t yet know.”
John Cage



making / conditions
blocK 18/i curateD by nicolas galeazzi

From sPeecH to toucH 

reverse conversation/ presentation

one-to-one somatic lesson on artistic research

score on touch, interruption anD conversation



reverse conversation / Presentation
January 2018, (a.pass)
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a.) What are the 'assets’ of 
your research? What are the 
material or immaterial things, 
that you have at hand for 
your research.

instead of focusing my presentation on myself speaking and explaining my project, i proposed a reverse 
conversation/ presentation. the only info i gave was that i am developing a research on my dramaturgical practice. 
then, i invited the group to ask me questions about it. the main idea was to start from a place of not knowing 
and see what kind of conversation this tool would generate. What i wanted to avoid, was to guide the conversation. 
it was an attempt to equalize the conversation among the people in the group. i answered all the questions but, 
unfortunately, i didn’t record it.

below, you can see photos from the feedbacks after the presentation. 

b.) What are the needs and 
problems of your research? 
the material of immaterial 
things, that you don’t have 
them yet in your hands.
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one-to-one somatic lesson on artistic researcH
march 2018, (a.pass)

a first attempt on hybridization of somatics and dramaturgical practice.
a first attempt on horizontality (experimenting with a 90 degrees displacement of the person receiving the somatic 
lesson)

soft touch and manipulation of the body parts by myself.
instructions on the use of the eyes and observing the breath.
observing the traveling of the gaze.

important notes:
- agreement on the confidentiality of the content of the conversation.
- i asked for written feedback afterwards, only for personal use, not for sharing with others.

thoughts i had after this experience:
thinking about fake therapy.
to still keep the research question open.
to develop these ideas while keeping the complexity.

i found in one of my notebooks this:
‘the attitude of the unknown helps me 
discover the dancer-dramaturg”. → seeing 
my practice as a kind of de-knowing



score on toucH, interruPtion & conversation 
april 2018, (paf)

instructions for the feedback 

- 8 minutes talking, 2 minutes pause (three times)

score on touch, interruption and conversation

- in couples.

- time is set.

- pauses are set → so they can cause interruptions

first part:

- one person is lying on a mat and the other is giving them information through touch.

- 5 minutes of shaking the torso – 1 minute of doing nothing.

- 5 minutes of manipulating the head – 1 minute of doing nothing.

- 5 minutes of manipulating the arms and the legs – 1 minute of doing nothing.

second part:

- same order but the person receiving talks in - stream of consciousness on habits in relation to artistic research.

- exchange roles for both parts.

general instructions:

- Direct your attention to the part that is touched without losing the sense of your whole body.

- observe the relationship to your breath – speak in exhalation.

context:

- habitual posture is related to habitual action.

- husserl’s concept: “epoché”→ stopping the flow of habitual thoughts and belief structures long enough to 
perceive the phenomena of the present moment. 
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 milieus, associations, sieves and other 
matters...

blocK 18/ii curateD by pierre rubio

From toucH to text

trains of thought n°2

What cannot be saiD / score on silence

neither Distance, nor empathy reaDing score

WalK in the forest



trains oF tHougHt n°2
may 2018, (a.pass)

guidelines:
1) this text will be performed in some kind of slow motion/slowness. there will be silences too.
2) i invite you to close your eyes. i will let you know when to open them.
3) and observe your body while listening. ground your attention on your sensations. imagine yourself as being seen 
from the outside. observe without correcting.
(...)
somebody said:
reality is a very subjective affair. i can only define it as a kind of gradual accumulation of information; and as 
specialization. you can know more and more about one thing but you can never know everything about one thing: 
it’s hopeless. so that we live surrounded by more or less ghostly objects.
(...)
now think of your neck. Where does your head end and where does your neck begin? can you be specific about 
that?
(silence)
now observe your breathing. its rhythm. is it possible to observe it without changing it?
(silence)
(...)
somebody told me that freud had a difficulty in looking his patients in the eyes, and for that reason he decided to 
ask them to lie down while narrating their stories. and that was the beginning of psychoanalysis
i keep thinking about that.

is there a problem or a difficulty i have in practicing what i want to do that led me in dealing with it in such a 
manner?
now travel with your attention towards your pelvis. is the pelvis part of your torso or part of your legs?
(...)
somebody said:
We are creatures of habit; given a blank we can’t help trying to fill it in along lines of customary seeing or saying. 
but the best poetic lines undermine those habits, break the pre- off the – dictable, unsettle the suburbs of your 
routine sentiments, and rattle the tracks of your trains of thought.
now think of your eyes. can you soften your eyes? there are muscles around the eyes too.
somebody said:
“there was already a space. i thought «Why do i have to manipulate it? Why am i to put things in it? Why things? 
Why change it?» if making things means adding human force, no, that’s not what i am doing. What does it mean, 
for me, to co-exist with the already existing things, to co-exist with what had existed, and what has not existed yet 
but might?”
now i would like to ask you to think of the following question:
What is the opposite for a body? try to find a word. you can share it with me at the pad.
* open your eyes.
* in case you want to know who said what, ask me :-)
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WHat cannot be said / score on silence
June 2018, zsenne artlab

1. can you think of something that is difficult to express with words?

2. can you find words for it and write it down?

3. can you please burn it inside the bowl?

p.s.: please hold the paper in your hands while walking to the place where the 
bowl is located and notice how your body reacts to that action.

for the feedback: can you tell me if you felt a change in your body, by the 
actions of thinking of it, writing it, carrying it and burning it? can you continue 
the following two sentences? (optional)
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neitHer distance, nor emPatHy reading score
June 2018, (a.pass)

Part a: Preparation for the reading

1. intro – imaginary door

2. explanation on constructive rest

3. reading backwards – standing – in couples (explain who holds the paper)

4. reading backwards – in constructive rest – in couples (<<)

Part b: reading

5. normal reading – in couples – change roles every 10 minutes

options (during reading, for the one who reads): i) rest and digest for 2 min (card)* 

                                                                              ii) change location in space

                                                                              iii) choose a non-habitual position to read

                                                                              iv) choose the volume of your voice

                                                                               v) repeat something from the text

              (<<, for the one who listens):  i) rest and digest for 2 min (card)*

                                                              ii) eyes open or eyes closed

                                                              iii) choose a non-habitual position to listen

                                                              iv) ask to repeat something from the text

6. silent reading (to oneself) – underline the excerpts you find a connection to your practice or artistic practice in 
general

7. Discussion – reading of the chosen excerpts                                                             

*When the one who listens chooses to use the card ‘rest and digest’, the other person has to stop reading. 

important reference: Francisco Varela and The Gesture of Awareness: a new direction in cognitive science 
and its relevance to Alexander Technique, by rachel zahn

score about reading:

How to Talk About the Body? 
The Normative Dimension of Science Studies 
by Bruno Latour
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Walk in tHe Forest
July 2018, (paf)

score on walking & reading:

Social Choreography: Ideology as performance in dance 
and everyday movement 
by Andrew Hewitt

important reference: 

Deep Listening: A Composer’s Sound Practice
by Pauline Oliveros (p. 20, Extreme Slow Walk exercise)
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settlement / unsettled studY
blocK 19/i curateD by vlaDimir miller

From text to sPace 

perception is reaDing 

15 minutes of horizontality

tactile auDio tour



PercePtion is reading 
January 2019, (a.pass)

Perception is reading*
(score on looking)

note: in relation to the current settlement, the present score was composed aiming on combining eye exercises, 
writings on observation and implying dramaturgical practice as a mode of looking (maaike bleeker)

part a: somatic reading of ‘the observer and the observed’ (chapter from the book ‘on Dialogue’ by David 
bohm and an excerpt from georges perec’s ‘species of spaces’

1. constructive rest (eyes open, 15 min)
(with my instructions concerning the eyes)

2. reading to oneself -in constructive rest ‘the observer and the observed’
- pauses of 5 minutes to do nothing
- interruptions of my voice giving instructions for the eyes

3. reading perec’s excerpts, free position: standing, sitting, walking, lying on the floor, etc.

at your own timing, you choose when you suspend reading and do the following actions in a row: 

i) looking outside the window
ii) staring at a specific point in space
iii) eyes wandering in space
iv) look at somebody in the eyes
v) looking behind yourself
vi) close your eyes
vii) looking at the ceiling

(all actions happen for as long as you want)

- whenever and if you want you go back to constructive rest

* quote by Walter benjamin
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score about the settlement



initially my project in apass was more directed to conversation but lately it seems that i am the only one speaking.
the use of voice in somatics is something i should research in depth.

                                                                                           to be able to differentiate
                                                                                           to recognize the force of habit
awareness/
breathing/
posture/
directions/
thinking/
proprioception
                                                                                          in somaesthetics, professor schusterman...

the question of the public
Whom am i addressing?
                                                                 somebody said that dramaturgical practice and somatic practice   
are practices of mediation

and i see myself as a mediator
but, what is a mediated body?

and what is the notion of landscape in my body?

in the end, it is about making decisions on space, time, movement

this is first sketch on what i am planning to do in Kanal – a somatic practice on the relationship between hands 
and making.

richard sennet (excerpt from “the craftsman”)
thinking and feeling are contained within the process of making. [...] every good craftsman conducts a dialogue 
between concrete practices and thinking; this dialogue evolves into sustaining habits and these habits establish a 
rhythm between problem solving and problem finding. [...] there is nothing mindlessly mechanical about technique 
itself. Western civilization has had a deep-rooted trouble in making connections between head and hand. [...]                                                                                          

15 minutes oF Horizontality
march 2019, (a.pass)

the idea is the following:
everybody is in horizontal position with eyes open
me too
and i start speaking
mentioning
as many notions as possible
in relation to my research
an imaginary journey
from one concept to the other

my research is about:
- horizontality/ horizontal bodies
- authorship
- manipulation/ seduction of words
- perception of one’s body in space

While writing this, i remembered a quote by Deleuze, that speaking is dirty, whereas writing is clean.

i wrote that text
                                                                                            but now i am saying it

i consciously chose the first time slot cause the earliest it is during the day, the less control we have. but it could 
be also the last time slot of the day, because the more tired we are the less control we have. i mean, in terms of 
revealing habits.

Draw your attention towards your wrists. 

Draw your attention towards your ankles.

Direct your attention towards your neck.

the wrists and the ankles are the necks of the hands and the feet. 

if the neck is relaxed, then they are relaxed and vice versa.

recently, i am trying to think of my dramaturgical practice as a craft
to think of the materials and how they are used
is is thinking
is it writing
                                                                                            guide your attention towards your neck
space
movement  
mediation 
                                                                                            reading of texts                                                  
                                                                                            scores
                                                                                            sensorial experience
logocentric or not
                                                                                            non-doing
questions/
affirmations
                                                                                            what is my speech doing
                                                                                            what does it promise
                                                                                            (a reference to shoshana felman)

                                                                                            conversational hypnosis
                                                                                            sounds dangerous 
                                                                                            but it is related to nlp that is considered 
                                                                                            pseudo-science by many
                                                                                            should i take it seriously?
maybe what i do is fake too
some kind of fake therapy

but i know i am interested in
conversation/
dialogue/
silence

    you begin
    margaret atwood

    you begin this way:
    this is your hand,
    this is your eye,
    that is a fish, blue and flat
    on the paper, almost
    the shape of an eye.
    this is your mouth, this is an o
    or a moon, whichever
    you like. this is yellow.

    outside the window
    is the rain, green
    because it is summer, and beyond that
    the trees and then the world,
    which is round and has only
    the colors of these nine crayons.

    this is the world, which is fuller
    and more difficult to learn than i have said.
    you are right to smudge it that way
    with the red and then
    the orange: the world burns.

once you have learned these words
you will learn that there are more
words than you can ever learn.
the word hand floats above your hand
like a small cloud over a lake.
the word hand anchors
your hand to this table,
your hand is a warm stone
i hold between two words.

this is your hand, these are my hands, 
this is the world,
which is round but not flat and has 
more colors
than we can see.

it begins, it has an end,
this is what you will
come back to, this is your hand.
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imagine that the space is empty.

now open your eyes again.

bring your hands in front of you and look at them.

leave it.

choose a direction to go. place one hand on the chest, pushing it the opposite direction of your walking.
(pause)
leave it.

see the space around. are you allowed to touch what is exhibited?

choose a material of whose texture you are curious and touch it carefully.

let it go.

now imagine yourself walking backwards. Don’t do it yet.

Walk backwards slowly for a few seconds.

leave it.

stop and rest for a bit.

notice your inner dialogue.

close your eyes with the palms of your hands and stay in this kind of darkness for a bit.

if possible, choose a direction and go along it.

leave it and find a place to rest for a while. 

“in the theater of your mind – your own cartesian theater – why not – the curtain is up, the actors are onstage, 
speaking and moving about, the lights are on and so are the sound effects, and here comes the critical part of the 
setting, there is an audience, you. you do not see yourself; you simply sense or feel that in front of the theatricals 
onstage there sits a sort of you, the subject-audience for the show, inhabiting a space facing the stage’s indelible 
fourth wall. and i am afraid even more bizarre stuff awaits because, on occasion, you may actually feel that 
another part of you is, well, watching you as you watch the show.”

tactile audio tour
march 2019, (performatik / Kanal pompidou)

“but the craft of the hand is richer than we 
commonly imagine. [...] the hand reaches and 
extends, receives and welcomes - and not just 
things: the hand extend itself, and receives its 
own welcome in the hands of others. [...] every 
motion of the hand in every one of its works 
carries itself through the element of thinking, 
every bearing of the hand itself in the element. 
all the work of the hand is rooted in thinking.”

Martin Heidegger, ‘What calls for thinking’ in 
“basic Writings”, harper & row, 1977, p.357

“tactile audio tour” is a recorded score that invites its audience to 
dis-cover the space we currently (co)inhabit. provided individually via 
headphones, spoken instruction will facilitate a walk in the space, focusing 
on the use of hands and eyes, on the notion of craft and on looking as 
making. 

Duration: 15 minutes

voice: philipp gehmacher

excerpt used: the strange order of things: life, feeling, and the making of 
cultures by antonio Damasio

Tactile Audio Tour score

Welcome to this 'tactile audio tour’.

this voice invites you through imaginary and actual walks in and through this space. sometimes i will ask you to 
actually walk through space, sometimes just to imagine walking.
there is no right or wrong way to do this. 
the track includes pauses but feel free to have a pause in your own time.

scan the space and choose a distant point across this space. now imagine yourself walking till that point without 
actually doing it.

now look behind you for a second.

now imagine yourself walking slowly through space, as precisely as possible, without doing it. Just imagine your 
body moving in this space.

let it go and look behind you.

you can start walking in the space now – the route you previously imagined.

imagine that instead of two arms and two legs, you have four arms. imagine yourself walking with four arms 
through this space without doing it.
(pause)
choose any direction and walk normally in space.

While walking, direct your attention to your hands.

bring your fingertips together. Do it a few times and let it go.

“most animals walk on all four limbs, so they have four legs, not two legs and two arms”. only humans, primates, 
and a few other creatures have structures that can be called ‘hands’, and so humans are the only ones that can 
have “arms”.

“the hands and feet of all primates, except for humans, are designed for grasping. humans have hands designed 
for grasping, but not feet! humans have opposable thumbs. that means they can cross their thumb over to the 
opposite side of their hand and can touch their thumb to their fingers”.

Keep walking through this space but initiating the movement from your arm. you can try out variations, initiate the 
movement from different parts of the arm – the shoulder, the elbow, the wrist or the micro-movements of your 
fingers.

follow this movement of your arm with the movement of your eyes.
(pause) 
Do it a few times and then leave it.

now zoom out and look at the space. try to see the whole picture. everything that you see is made by hands.
(pause)
choose a direction and follow it.

look into other people’s eyes when you meet them.

now stop and rest for a moment. think of rest as a kind of reset.
close your eyes.
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end-communications
boDy virtual institution

Waiting room meditation



the job application by robert Walser

esteemed gentlemen,

i am a poor, young, unemployed person in the business field, my 
name is Wenzel, i am seeking a suitable position, and i take the lib-
erty of asking you, nicely and politely, if perhaps in your airy, bright, 
amiable rooms such a position might be free. i know that your good 
firm is large, proud, old, and rich, thus i may yield to the pleasing 
supposition that a nice, easy, pretty little place would be available, 
into which, as into a kind of warm cubbyhole, i can slip. i am excel-
lently suited, you should know, to occupy just such a modest haven, 
for my nature is altogether delicate, and i am essentially a quiet, 
polite, and dreamy child, who is made to feel cheerful by people 
thinking of him that he does not ask for much, and allowing him to 
take possession of a very, very small patch of existence, where he 
can be useful in his own way and thus feel at ease. a quiet, sweet, 
small place in the shade has always been the tender substance of 
all my dreams, and if now the illusions i have about you grow so 
intense as to make me hope that my dream, young and old, might 
be transformed into delicious, vivid reality, then you have, in me, the 
most zealous and most loyal servitor, who will take it as a matter of 
conscience to discharge precisely and punctually all his duties. large 
and difficult tasks i cannot perform, and obligations of a far-ranging 
sort are too strenuous for my mind. i am not particularly clever, and 
first and foremost i do not like to strain my intelligence overmuch. i 
am a dreamer rather than a thinker, a zero rather than a force, dim 
rather than sharp. assuredly there exists in your extensive institution, 
which i imagine to be overflowing with main and subsidiary functions 
and offices, work of the kind that one can do as in a dream? —i am, 
to put it frankly, a chinese; that is to say, a person who deems eve-
rything small and modest to be beautiful and pleasing, and to whom 
all that is big and exacting is fearsome and horrid. i know only the 
need to feel at my ease, so that each day i can thank god for life’s 
boon, with all its blessings. the passion to go far in the world is un-
known to me. africa with its deserts is to me not more foreign. Well, 
so now you know what sort of a person i am. —i write, as you see, a 
graceful and fluent hand, and you need not imagine me to be entirely 
without intelligence. my mind is clear, but it refuses to grasp things 
that are many, or too many by far, shunning them. i am sincere and 
honest, and i am aware that this signifies precious little in the world in 
which we live, so i shall be waiting, esteemed gentlemen, to see what 
it will be your pleasure to reply to your respectful servant, positively 
drowning in obedience.                                                             

Wenzel

for the a.pass end-communications, i am developing 

Waiting room meditation, 

an in situ audio installation about the past, 

the present and the future of the building, 

using excerpts from texts by 

virginia Woolf, 

robert Walser and 

ivan illich.
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